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An Invariant Subspace Theorem 
In this paper it is proved that every operator on a complex IIilbert space 
xvhose spectrum is a spectral set hns a nontrivial invariant subspace. 
1. INTKOIXCTIO~X 
I f  ~4’ is a complex, separable, Hilbert space and 7’ is a bounded operator on 
X, then a compact subset of C is a spectrul set for 7’ if 
for every rational functionf with poles off K. In [lo] von Neumann introduced 
the notion of spectral set and showed that if T has ;I TI: -- I, then the closed 
unit disc, D . is a spectral set for 7’. For this reason any operator 7’ whose spec- 
trum is a spectral set for T is called a con Neumann operator-. Hence, if 1~ T I/ I 
and u( 7’) :~~ UP, then 7’ is a Ton Neumann operator. I f  T or Ti is a subnormal 
operator, then T is a von Neumann operator. In this paper we prove: 
‘This theorem generalizes the recent result of Scott Brown that ever!’ subnormal 
operator has a nontrivial invariant subspace, although the proof relies heavily 
on Brown’s techniques. We wish here to thank him for an early manuscript [3] 
containing his results. 
Finall!-. WC‘ remark that the results of this paper were outlined in [I]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
X is complex, separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space with inner product 
(., .); s, (X E 2’: ,: .u 1: ::m 11. P(X) denotes the bounded linear transforma- 
tions on X. For T t 9(X), o(T) d enotes the spectrum of T and on,,( 7’) denotes 
the approximate point spectrum. If K is a compact subset of @. the complex 
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numbers, then K is a spectral set for T if a(T) C K and ][f(T)I’ z;; max{ f(z),: 
z E K) for all rational functionsf with poles off K. For K a compact subset of C, 
R(K) denotes the uniform closure of the rational functions with poles off K in 
C(K), the continuous funjtions on K. R(K) is said to be Dirichlet (more precisely: 
a Dirichlet algebra on ZK) if Re(R(K)) is d ense C,(aK); i.e., the real parts of 
the functions in R(K), when restricted to ZK, arc dense in the continuous real 
valued functions on ZK. If  R(K) is Dirichlet and u” E K” (KO is the interior of K), 
then there exists a unique measure h, with spt hz C SK and lf& -f(z) for all 
f~ R(K). Let K” uz=:=, G, be an enumeration of the components of ZO and 
fix z, E G, Set m xr==, 2VXzn . Th is m will be referred to in the sequel as 
harmonic measure. If  R(K) is Dirichlet, then II” is the closure of R(K) in 
the weak-star (hereafter simply, w”) topology of L’(m). For G open in c3. 
Ha(G) denotes the functions bounded and holomorphic on G. A standard 
result from potential theory is that the natural map from R(K) into II’ (the 
one that sends f~ R(K) to ft’ H”(KO)) extends to an isometry from I/ “(?;K) 
onto HI”(KO). (See IS].) 
The following four lemmas from function theory will be used frequently in 
the sequel. 
LEivnvr.% A. If R(K) is Dirichlet, then the components of KO are simply cvnnected. 
LEMMA B. If R(K) is Dirichlet and J C K with J compact, and each componenf 
of Ki J reaches out to 3K, then R(J) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
LEMMA C. If K% is a decreasing sequence of compact sets such that R(K,) is 
Dirichlet for each n, then R(nzzI K,) is Dirichlet. 
LEMMA D. If R(K) is Dirichlet and TV is a-finite positke measure on 8k’ which 
is singular with respect to harmonic rnemtirc m on aK, h E H”(aK), and g E L=(p), 
then there is a sequence {YAPS in R(K) with Y, -+ h w* in H”(aK), Y,, -+ g w* in 
L”(P), and SUP, II r, IX < mdx(ll h IIHw~)~ II g !I,). 
Lemma A is well known; Lemmas Il, C, and D are all due to Sarason (in [9] 
see Theorem I, Lemma 7.1, and Lemma 4.3, respectively). A direct statement 
and proof of Lemma B is Corollary 33.5 of Gamelin’s most recent (unpublished) 
notes on approximation theory. Also see [5]. 
The following seems to be a useful notion in the study of von Xtumann 
operators. 
DEFINITION. I f  T E .2(X), a compact subset K C E is D-spectral for T if K 
is a spectral set for T and R(K) is a Dirichlet algebra. 
The following theorem is due independently to Lautzenheiser [6] and Mlak 
PI. 
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LAUTZENHEISER-MLAK DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Let K be a spectral set 
fog T E 2’(Z) and let GI , G, ,..., be the nontrivial Gleason parts for R(K). Then 
(i) :V is norma and u(A7) C 8K, and 
(ii) G, is a spectra2 set for Ti (in particular, u( T,) C Gj). 
Lemma 3.1 of [6] says that Ti in the above theorem is not trivial if G,O n 
u(T) -# 0. Combining this observation with the well-known fact that for R(K) 
Dirichlet the nontrivial Gleason parts of R(K) are the components of KD yields 
the following lemma. 
LEMIbfA E. If  K is D-spectral for 1’~ 9(S), and K0 has more than otle 
component which meets o(T), then T has a nontrivial reducing subspace. 
;1 final result related to function theory that will be needed is: 
~,I~~~~lA F. If K is D-spectralfor 7’ E Y(Z), and Ko =- [I], then T is normal. 
Proof. Since R(K) is Dirichlet every point in 8K = K is a peak point. 
Bishop’s peak point criterion thus implies R(K) = C(K). A theorem of van 
Neumann [IO] says that if K is a spectral set for T and R(K) -:. C(K) then T is 
normal QED. 
\Ve now discuss some duality results for 2’(X). Let %i denote the operators 
on &” of finite trace. L(Z) = ‘6’: with the action, c<C, il’i -: trace (.4C), if %r is 
given the trace norm. We refer to the weak-star topology 2’(X) inherits as a dual 
as the ~a.‘: lopotogy. Some authors choose to call this topology “ultraweak,” 
though it is stronger than what is commonly referred to as the “weak operator 
topology.” I f  K is a compact set with a(T) C K, then 9?K will denote the fee” 
closut-e of the rational functions in T with poles off K. 
3. A WEAK FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS 
Let 7’ E Z(X) and suppose K is a spectral set for T. In this section we extend 
the R(K) functional calculus to a wider class of functions. An alternative approach 
to the one taken here could be developed by using the dilation theorem of Foias 
[4]. See also [7]. We make no attempt to describe the strongest possible results 
since they will not be needed subsequently in this paper. 
I f  K is a spectral set for T E 2?(Z) andf is a rational function with poles off K, 
then clearly f(T) is well defined. If  QK denotes the map that sends f  to f(T), 
then the fact that K is a spectral set says that @ extends to a norm contrac- 
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tion @A. : H(K) -+ gK . Now suppose that R(K) is Dirichlet and fix s f~ S, 
{X E P: / .v 1’ I>. The map L,(f) :-= (f(T), , . ) z’ 2: is easily seen to bc a linear 
functional of norm one on R(K). Hence, there exists a unique measure IL? with 
the properties, 
(1) spt p,, c %A; 
(2) /“., 0, iI pr il L= 1; 
(3) for all j E K(K), (J‘( T)x, X) = Jju&IcL,z . 
Now, let IN be a harmonic measure for R(K) and let & ~: -fz dnz 1 dv,r , 
where f.l Al,* and dv, J- dm. For a sequence {.~~}~~r C S, , dense in Sr , let 
1~ = CL, 2 “p,,., and let z, -= Cz==, 2. %,. . Evidently, p is a probability measure; 
%fx > and u,,, are non-negative; and ZI is singular with respect to harmonic measure. 
Note that all these measures depend on the choice of K and that p and ZJ depend 
on the choice of [x,);:=, , facts that often will be suppressed in the following 
discussion. 
I’ROPOSITION I If 7’ t p(X) and K is D-spectral for T then @‘e extends to a 
norm contructiz:e algebra homomorphism QK: H”(X) @L”(v) + W, . Furthermore 
GK is continuous zohen domain and range have their w* topologies. 
Proof. I,et I f  G H’(SK) and 8 E L=(v). By Lemma D there exists a sequence 
+,JZ 1 . Y,> t R(K) for all p, such that: 
(I) r,, z 17 w’ in H=(?K); 
(2) I’,, *,g w4 in L=-(a); 
(3) SUP j r,, AK % m4h llm , Ig :I,). 
Recall that 7% ZL 2-%, , where (~,j~~ -I is a sequence dense in S, . A simple 
computation shows that (I) and (2) imply that (L4, r,(T)) converges for ail 
A --xz 1 ,Il,(,vli ‘;-I .YJ, where {h,) is chosen so that X, 3 0 for all n and z X, <, 
r/j. Since linear combinations of A’s of this form are dense in the trace class and 
since (3) implies sup11 rl,(T)I: s; x, we conclude that (r,,(T)) converges w’. 
Set Q6(// ‘. ,f~) lim,,_,> r,,(T). By repeating the above argument @‘n is seen to 
be xv* sequentially- continuous so that (Krein-Smulian theorem) DK is w’ 
continuous. ~Mso clear is that range QK C %?K and that di, is an algebra homo- 
morphism. ‘rhere remains to show that QK is a norm contraction. But 
..s max(~! h 11~ , i g ~I,,.) 
=-- 1 h &gl. Q.1J.D. 
Observe that @,, depends not only on 7’ and K but also on the choice of dense 
i 1 ,’ sequence ,-.\ ,I , )1= r 
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The basic idea of the proof is that condition (R) (below) forces the functional 
calculus of Prosition 1 to be as “nice” for van Neumann operators as it is for 
subnormal operators (see Prosition 2). Once we have established this fact we 
link up with the ideas of Brown to finish the proof. Throughout this section T 
will be a fixed ron Neumann operator. Clearly, (since otherwise T has a non- 
trivial invariant subspace) we may assume: 
(R) T has no nontrivial reducing subspaces. 
Lmmw 1, For any K, D-spectral for T, and any x E s, , 21,~ =: 0. 
Proof. ‘l’his is a consequence of(R). Suppose not; i.e., them exists an x E X, 
/ .I” ‘/ ~; 1 and z’, > 0. Pick a sequence {xT1} C S, with {x~} dense in & and xl = N. 
Since the DK of Proposition 1 is a homomorphism, QK(O @ 1) is a projec- 
tion commuting with T (an idempotent of norm < 1 is a projection). Since 
(@,,(O~l)s,.x)-Jld z v  > 0, condition (R) forces QK(O @ 1) == I, the iden- 
tity operator on 3. Thus, px, 1 m for all n. I f  Us = wzi for all j 9 i, then T is a 
multiple of the identity. So assume ad1 # n5(E , It follows that there is a charac- 
teristic function x inZ,“(a) with the propertie: (a) 0 < s x dvxl and (b) s x dvdL -; 
1. Then QK(O E ,y) is a projection commuting with T, not 0 bp (a) and not f  
by (b). This contradicts (R). Q.E.D. 
In light of Lemma 1 it is easy to see that if condition (R) is in force, then OK 
of Proposition I does not depend on the choice of sequence {xn}n”,r In a certain 
sense, Qk. does not even depend on K. For suppose that KL C Kz and a E 
H”(2Kz). Then in particular, $ E H”(Kzo) and h ence, by restriction, + E H”(K,“). 
Evidently then, 4 E H”(2K1). An easily verified fact is that djK,(+) mm= OK?($). 
For these reasons, if K is D-spectral for T and d, E H”(2K), we set 4(T) 
<PK(+ @ 0), suppressing all dependence of QK on K and {x,,~~=i 
LEMMA 2. If  A* is D-spectral for T, K” has one component, and ~b is a confomni 
map from hvO onto ED, then a(T) I las no nontrivial reducing subspaces. 
I’~of. First note that 4 E Hr(2K) so that +(T) is defined by Proposition 1. 
Observe that & * E Hx(IID), so that there exists a bounded sequence of pal!.- 
nomials ( pi) with pj 4 (6-l w* in H (aED). This implies lim,-,(p, g+)(a) z 
for crer!- z E k’“, which in turn implies, since (/!pj o 4 i’) is uniformly bounded, 
that p, 0 + -* z w* in H*(BK). Hence by Proposition 1, ( p, n C)(T) -+ T 1%. I’ in 
SK . NOW note that p,($( T)) == ( pj o 4)(T). What this proves is that T is in the 
CV. closed algebra generated by the polynomials in $(T). Evidently if d(T) 
commutes with a projection, then so does T. Thus, condition (R) implies that 
<b,h( 7’) has no nontrivial reducing subspaces. Q.1l.V. 
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LEMMA 3. I f  K is D-spectral for T, K” has one component, and q5 is a conformal 
map from K” onto D, then 
u(+(T)) n D = +(uT) n KO). 
Proof. Let h E KO. Since 4 is conformal, +(.z) - +(h) = (a - h)/%(z), where 
both h and l/h are in II”( The functional calculus gives 4(T) - +(A) A 
(T - h)h(T), where h(T) is invertible. Hence 4(T) - $(X) is invertible if and 
only if T - h is invertible. U.E.D. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing out this simple proof of 
Lemma 3. 
We now are ready to prove our central lemma. 
LEMMA 4. There exists a set K with the following properties: 
(Pl ) K is D-spectral for T, 
(P2) K” has one component, and 
(P3) If  4 is a conformal map from K” onto ID, then X3 C u(q5( T)). 
Proof. For each countable ordinal o(, define, via transfinite induction, a 
compact set Km as follows: 
k; = [u(T)l^ , the polynomially convex hull of o(T); 
kj, 1 -~ Ka\K-‘( V,J u 7 J; 
if OL is a limit ordinal, then K, := n K,, . 
Pi 
Here, O-, is the union of the components, G, of K,O that have the property that 
G n u(T) = 0. By a transfinite argument (see below), R(K,) is a Dirichlet 
algebra. It follows that if L, = K,\\U, , R(L,) is Dirichlet (Lemma B). Also, by 
transfinite induction (see below), u(T) CL,, Thus L, is n-spectral for T. 
Evidently, by Lemma E (since, by definition of L, , all the components of I,,” 
meet u(T)) and condition (R), L,O has one component. This component, by 
Lemma A, is simply connected. +a is a conformal map from L,O onto D. f/, is 
the union of the components, U, of D\+,(u(T) n Leo) with the property that 
aU n XD contains a nontrivial arc I, with the property that I n u(+,(T)) = c>. 
To summarize what we need to prove to make sense of the definition: 
(i) R(K,) is a Dirichlet algebra for every N, and 
(ii) u(T) C K, for every 01. 
That (i) and (ii) hold for 01 = 1 is clear. Suppose (i) and (ii) hold for all p < (Y, 
where a: is a limit ordinal. Since PI < pz implies K, C KO, , K, = flzrl k’, 
and Ko, is decreasing for appropriately chosen ordinals jn < 0~. Hence J,emma 6 
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and the inductive assumption imply R(K,) is Dirichlet. That a(T) C K, is also 
clear. Xow suppose (i) and (ii) hold for some 01. Then by Lemma B, R(L,) is 
Dirichlet. Since each component)of V, meets XD, by the maximum principle 
each component)of $L1( V,) meets 8LL, C C’K, . By Lemma B, R(K,+J is Dirichlet. 
To see that o(T) C KtiTl , just note that L,‘U n a(T) m= 0 by definition of I., 
and that +,‘(VJ n o(T) = 0 bv Lemma 3. 
Thus the definition of the sets-k;, makes sense. Let y  = first countable ordinal 
such that K,, = K.# i 1 . y  exists since [a 1 a is countable and IC, = K =,., } / 1 
(otherwise there is an uncountable family of disjoint nonempty open sets). Set 
K = K, . By the argument justifying the definition of the sets K, , we know 
that (Pi) holds. Since K,, = KY,, , Lx 0, which implies that every component 
of KO meets o(T). I f  K, has fewer than one component (i.e., K” q ), then 
Lemma F implies T is normal, contradicting (R). I f  K0 has more than one com- 
ponent, then we contradict (R) via Lemma 1;. Thus K” has precisely one com- 
ponent, which is (PZ). Finally the fact that b:,, =-= n is easily seen to imply (P3). 
QED. 
Throughout the rest of this paper K and $ are as in Lemma 4. For Iz E Efz(8K), 
let 
/ 17 il 
K”no(T) 
SUP{ 1 &)I: z E K* n O(T)j. 
11 h l/Ko,(T) Using Lemma 3, it follows that ji h 0 4-l ‘ID > 11 lz 0 4-l ‘&Q-))~~, 
where h 0 4-l E H”(m). Now, using the idea of the construction in Lemma 3.1 of 
[3], we obtain a smooth arc y  C D with endpoints .a1 , z2: E XD, x1 f  x2 , which 
separates [13r into two parts, the arc y  missing u(4( T)) n D. Let V be an open set 
in D with the properties that y  n D C I’, VP n 20 = [zl, z2 ,$, I/--- n 
u(d( T)) y= {q 3 zz}, and V and l/m are simply connected. Set L -= K\$-l( V). 
By Lemma B and Lemma 3, L is a D-spectral set for T. Since Lo contains two 
components it then follows, by Lemma E and condition (R), that one of the 
components of Lo misses 4(T). Hence, by Lemma 3, one of the components 
determined by y  misses 0(+(T)). Since XD C 0($(T)) (Lemma 4) we conclude 
that there exists z E am and E > 0 such that 
where 
d(z, l ) n u($(T)) :-= 80 n A@, E), (7 
d(z, c) = (w E @: ) w - z 1 < c}. 
We now show that x $ u(+(T)), thus contradicting (P3) in Lemma 4. Let J :=:= 
K\@l(D n A@, c)). By Lemma B and (*), J is D-spectral for T. For clarity we 
revert momentarily to our original notation for the functional calculus. Note 
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first that + E H”(Z) and that QJ($) = Qh.(~). .Also observe that I ;‘(A - +) E 
H-(aJ) for X E D n d(z, l ). It follows that 
the identity on 2. Similarly, 
We conclude that (A - QK(4)) m1 :-~- OJ,l,,(n h)) Thus we see that if z - h ! :;c 
42 7 





‘Thus x gk u(d(T)) and, with this contradiction (to (P3) in Lemma 4, the proof of 
Lemma 5 is complete. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. The di of proposition I associated with the K of Lemma 4 is a 
norm isometric, w* homeomorphic, algebra isomovphism from H”(X) onto!#, 
Proof. Fix h E H5(8K). By Proposition I, ;m tz 1 -. 1 h( T)‘~. For X E KO n u(T), 
Lemma 3 implies that 
Hence 
~ h(T)j’ ,, ’ h(A) 
But, by Lemma 5, 1 h / K~na(T) ~~~~ 1; h 1’. Hence 1 h(T)11 + I~ h 1 ~ h(l)) : and WC 
conclude that @ is an isometry. Now, by Proposition I, @ is w.* continuous. 
Since lj(h - 7’) E range @ for each X +! K, the proof will be complete if range @ 
is wX closed (@ will be w* open since it will bc the adjoint of an invcrtiblc map). 
Since Q, is an isometry, (balM’,) n @(H”(BK)) @ (ball H”(6K)). Since ball 
H”(BK) is w’ compact it follows that (ball-X,) n @(HLx(2K)) is w* compact. 
Hence, bv the Krein--Smulian theorem, O(liz(ZA’)) is w” closed. Q.E.D. 
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JV:e can now conclude the proof by use of Theorem 4.1 in [2]. 
for all 17 E if ’ (,E). Then A has a nontrivial invariant subspace. 
If  K and ~b are as in Proposition 2 and A -:.= d( I’), then Lemma 3 and Proposi- 
tion 2 tcqcfhcr imply that 
for all /r E IJ 1 (D). Since also 11 $(T)l~ :< 1, by the above theorem, +(7’) has an 
invariant subspace. Since T is a wr limit of polynomials in 4(T) (see proof of 
I,cmma 2 this paper) it follows that T has an invariant subspace. 
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